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The Recipient of the Bronze Bowl from Kınık
Zsolt Simon 
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München 
Taprammi, a high-ranking Hittite dignitary, is known from many sources (see the 
analysis of Peled 2013: 790-794 with refs.1). One of them is a bronze bowl decorated 
with hunting scenes, found in the neighbourhood of Kınık in Northern Anatolia 
(published in Emre – Çınaroğlu 1993: 864-701, the bowl and its inscriptions are also 
known as ‘Kastamonu’). The bowl shows a dedicatory inscription of Taprammi, the 
meaning of which is basically clear (Hawkins 1993, here in updated transliteration,2 
and without translating the problematic phrase BONUS2.VIR2 [a title? a blessing?, see 
the critical discussion in Massi 2009 with refs.]):
zi/a CAELUM.PI (or SCUTRA) DEUS.SCRIBA BONUS2.VIR2 EUNUCHUS2 LEPUS+ra/i-mi 
BONUS2.VIR2 EUNUCHUS2 PONERE
‘Taprammi, the eunuch placed this bowl to DEUS.SCRIBA.’3
The meaning of the phrase DEUS.SCRIBA and thus the recipient of the bowl are unclear. 
The editor saw two possibilities (Hawkins 1993: 176): the phrase refers either to a deity 
of scribes, ‘Scribe-God’ (thus to the recipient) or to a type of scribes, ‘god’s scribe’, 
whatever it would mean precisely (and thus it would be yet another of Taprammi’s 
titles). However, he rightly underlines that these terms are otherwise not attested 
in Hittite or Luwian,4 and although Taprammi was mentioned being a scribe, he was 
not a ‘god’s scribe’ (Nişantepe No. 408; SBo II No. 92; RS 17.231). Based on the parallel 
text of the BABYLON 3 inscription mentioning a god as a recipient, Hawkins finally 
1 Needless to say, not all of these sources necessarily refer to a single individual, but this problem has no 
relevance here.
2  On CAELUM.PI (or SCUTRA) instead of CAELUM-pi of the editor see Bolatti Guzzo - Marazzi 2010: 21-22 
and Simon 2016.
3 T The traditional rendering ‘eunuch’ of EUNUCHUS2 was maintained here, since the problematic issue 
whether the logogram EUNUCHUS2 indeed referred to eunuchs has no relevance to this paper. For critical 
discussions see most recently Hawkins 2002; Mora 2010, and Giusfredi 2010: 138-139, 142-143.
4 For the types of scribes see Payne 2015: 145-151. Hawkins 1993: 716 claimed that only the god Nabû is 
invoked by an Arzawan scribe once (EA 32 obv. 15), but this is to be read as DÉ!.A (Archi 1993: 32 n. 23, 
see now also Rainey 2015: 330-331). In fact, DAG (Nabû) is attested in the Hittite corpus, but, according to 
Archi 1993: 32, restricted to the celebrations in the temple of Ea in Hattuša on the 29th day of the AN.TAH.
ŠUMSAR festival, as a member of Ea’s circle, and his presence only indicates the Hittite scribes’ knowledge 
about the Babylonian pantheon. Although this deity also appears in the ritual of CTH 492.1 (KBo 13.193, 
11’ and KUB 47.59, 13’; cf. van Gessel 1998-2001/I: 606), it does not change Archi’s conclusions since the 
context is again that of the circle of Ea.
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opted for the translation ‘Scribe God’ (and mentioned only this possibility in his later 
publications [Hawkins 1997: 11/2005: 196; Çifçi – Hawkins 2016: 242]).
However, the parallelism with BABYLON 3 does not require that the recipient is a deity: 
in similar dedicatory inscriptions among the recipients we find once a king (ANKARA 
2 [Simon 2009: 248-250 with refs. contra Durnford 2010: 68, see the criticism in Simon 
2013: 829]), and once a dignitary (ANKARA 3, see the re-interpretation by Simon 2017 
and Poetto 2017, both with refs.). Nevertheless, the interpretation of DEUS.SCRIBA as 
a title can indeed be excluded: unlike the other title, EUNUCHUS2 (and unlike BONUS2.
VIR2), it is not written antithetically and thus it does not refer to Taprammi. Moreover, 
if it were a title, then the recipient is not mentioned in the fully preserved inscription, 
which is not only unusual and makes no sense, but also contradicts to the practice of 
dedicatory inscriptions in Hieroglyphic Luwian literacy, since the recipients of such 
bowls are always clearly stated (BABYLON 2, BABYLON 3 [cf. Hawkins 2000: 395, 397, 
resp.]; ANKARA 2; ANKARA 3 [for the latter two cf. above]). 
Thus the only remaining option would be the name of a deity. However, it is not very 
probable that a previously unknown Hittite deity would appear, precisely in that 
culture from where literally hundreds of divine names are known (see the collection in 
van Gessel 1998-2001), and this previously unknown deity is the deity of an especially 
important and relatively well-known profession. This possibility cannot be a priori 
excluded of course, but it remains highly hypothetical.
There is, however, one more possibility, not taken into consideration by the editor: the 
recipient is not a deity, but an acquaintance of Taprammi (for a parallel see above the 
case of ANKARA 3). In other words, DEUS.SCRIBA would refer to the personal name of 
the recipient together with his title / profession. The recipient would be thus a scribe 
(SCRIBA), whose name was DEUS. The Luwian reading of DEUS is massan(i)-5 and it 
indeed was used as a personal name, see the attestations in ACLT s.v. Massani(ya)-:
1. KULULU lead fragment 1, side i, 1.1 IDEUS-ni-sa (nom. sg.)
2. KULULU lead fragment 1, side ii 1.1 IDEUS-ni-sa (nom. sg.)
3. KARATEPE 4 §2 IDEUS-ní-i-sá (nom. sg., also a scribe, but only a namesake due to 
chronological difference)
4. KULULU lead strip 1, 55 IDEUS-ni-ia (dat. sg.)6
5 Following Rieken 2017 the vowel of the i-mutation is spelled here short.
6  Note that Oreshko 2013: 359 would read a personal name DEUS-na-i(a) /Massanaya/ in SURATKAYA 
Graffito 3, but this depends upon whether his collation and re-reading can be confirmed (furthermore, he 
argues for another, highly problematic case too, 2013: 371-373). An anonymous reviewer claimed that it is 
‘very risky’ to identify DEUS of KINIK as a personal name, since all other occurrences show the personal 
marker I and phonetic complements ‘in order to avoid confusion with the very frequent term DEUS’. 
However, this claim is a complete misunderstanding of Hieroglyphic Luwian orthography. The parallel 
passages are Iron Age Hieroglyphic Luwian texts and this period is characterised by the very high number 
of phonetic complements and phonetic spellings. KINIK is, however, an Empire Period Hieroglyphic 
Luwian text and this period is characterised by the lack or very low number of phonetic complements. 
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To sum up, the KINIK bronze bowl would represent the gift of a dignitary to a scribe, 
a perfectly parallel case to ANKARA 3, which is a bronze bowl gifted to an official by 
another non-royal person (noteworthy is the coincidence of the material of the bowls 
with the rank of the recipients: bronze for officials [KINIK, ANKARA 3], silver for a 
ruler [ANKARA 2] and stone for deities [BABYLON 2, BABYLON 3]). Finally, the KINIK-
inscription can be translated as follows: ‘Taprammi placed this bowl for Massani, the 
scribe’.
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